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software-based optimisation.

The need for pipeline

OPTIMISATION

M

any pipeline operating companies are focusing on optimising the performance of their pipelines. This focus is
not only driven by a desire to maximise the financial return from the pipeline asset, but also by a desire to be
safer, greener and more ethical. If a pipeline can be optimised to minimise its energy usage, it follows that the
operating costs and greenhouse gas emissions will also reduce.

Pipeline optimisation, in this context, refers to the need
to plan or operate a pipeline in order to transfer products
in accordance with a set of ranked objectives. The set of
objectives frequently includes any combination of the
following, with the most common prime objective being
minimal energy usage:
)) Minimal energy usage.
)) Maximised safety.
)) Fastest throughput.
)) Maximum storage levels at key pipeline locations.
)) Just in time delivery of batched product to minimise

product wastage.

continually changes through deterioration, cleaning and
refurbishment. Additionally, any significant change to the
pipeline design or its equipment renders available historical
data unusable. An optimiser solution should ideally be able to
accommodate change and Simulation Software Ltd. achieves
this with the use of configurable pipeline simulators.
Depending on the nature of the optimisation, the process
requires the configuration of key pipeline data and any
information that influences the optimisation solution. This will
include:
)) Pipeline characteristics (connectivity, section lengths
and diameters with the added potential for condition,
elevation profile and thermal characteristics).
)) Product characteristics (density and viscosity with the

potential for their variance with pressure and temperature).

Software-based optimisers and their
requirements
Simulation Software Ltd., headquartered in Leeds (UK),
provides software-based pipeline optimisers, which links
to live pipeline data in order to optimise the operation of
pipeline equipment according to objectives specified by an
operator. The software can be applied to any pipeline carrying
any product, including multi product batched pipelines. The
greater the scope for varying the operation of the pipeline,
the more the operation can be optimised and the greater the
benefits. Simulation Software Ltd. is part of the Hydraulic
Analysis Group, and the experience gained within the
group from installing real time pipeline simulators and from
performing consultancy studies for major pipeline operators is
inherent within the optimiser solution.
It is not enough to simply rely on previous operational
history to optimise a pipeline. This may be because the
pipeline does not have historised data for the desired pipeline
operation. In addition, pipeline and equipment condition

Figure 1. Optimiser system architecture.
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)) Equipment characteristics (parameters that influence the

optimised solution such as pump/compressor head/
flow curves, heater performance curves, valve and fittings
losses).
)) External considerations that relate to the nature of the

optimisation. This may be fuel costs, electricity costs and
their variance with time and tariff, DRA costs or time of
delivery requirements for particular products.
)) Current operating conditions from the pipeline, including

flows, pressures, temperatures, equipment status, pipeline
condition and any associated parameters.
This data will ideally be extracted from a real time
hydraulic simulator, which can provide precise and formatted
information to the optimiser, although raw SCADA data is an
alternative option.

The optimisation process
Genetic algorithms (a selection process that mimics natural
selection) are employed to analyse the range of possible
equipment combinations for the pipeline, discarding those
combinations that are immediately determined to warrant no
further consideration. A high speed steady state solver then
completes the hydraulic picture for the combinations that
remain, further discarding combinations that fail specified
limits (e.g. excessive operating pressure). A final analysis of the
combinations that remain removes the grouping that satisfy
all criteria but are deemed impractical – for example, the
shutting down of several compressors on a pipeline followed
by the starting of others to improve the energy usage by a
fraction of a percent would not be considered practical. The
combinations that finally succeed are then ranked according to
the objective of the optimisation to provide the operator with
a set of operating considerations.
Care must be taken when implementing the advice of an
optimiser. It is a form of artificial intelligence that should be
used to assist rather than control, and it will only answer the
specific question asked of it within the context of the data
it has been provided with. Although the solution proposed
may well be the most optimal, it is only based on a steady
state operation at a specific point in time and it is not yet

known if a transition to a new operating condition is either
safe or possible. A change from one operating condition
to another through the operation of equipment induces a
transient reaction from the pipeline and the effect of this
transient reaction requires consideration. It is possible that
the transition to the new operating condition leads to surge
effects and over/under pressurisation of the pipeline or it
may make the system more susceptible to future over/under
pressurisation. For long, large diameter gas pipelines, it is often
the case that changing to a new operating condition takes

Figure 2. Pump optimiser.

many hours to achieve, by which time the requirement has
changed. In such a case, the optimal solution is impractical
and will depend on the expected variance in the supply and
demand flowrates on the pipeline.
To check and verify the transient reaction, the optimiser
needs to transfer its suggested operating configuration to
a transient simulator. This transient simulator should be
configured to be a close representation of the real pipeline
including its equipment, control schemes and any cause
and effect operations that exist within the SCADA system.
The transient simulator starts with
the current operating condition and
simulates the transition to the new
operating condition suggested by the
optimiser. If the transition is verified as
being both safe and usable, it uses the
new operating conditions and simulates
a range of potential future scenarios
including normal shutdown, unexpected
shutdown and equipment failure. This
determines whether the pipeline is
being placed in a position that increases
the risk of pipeline failure. The transient
analysis is a combination of manual
and automated procedures, which can
be quickly undertaken with a correctly
configured system. The added benefit
of the transient simulator is its ability
to allow for the consideration of
changes to the equipment operation, its
characteristics, its control schemes and
even new pipework.

Optimisation examples
Two recent examples of softwarebased optimisation include a pipeline
that transfers different oil grades and
a pipeline that schedules and transfers
multiple products to multiple locations.
Both pipelines are located in China.

Pump – heater optimisation

Figure 3. Batch optimiser.

The crude oil pipeline is several
hundred kilometres in length with
three pumping stations, each having
a series of up to three large and one
small fixed speed pump and up to three
heaters installed. To transfer product,
a combination of pumps and heaters
can be used. The pumps increase the
pressure to transfer the oil through the
pipeline, and the heaters heat the oil to
reduce the product viscosity and reduce
the pumping requirements. There is an
optimal pump and heater combination
for minimal energy usage, which is
dependent on the flow requirement,
the time of year (external temperature
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conditions) and crude oil properties. A real time simulator
obtains data via a SCADA system from the pipeline to simulate
the precise pipeline conditions, including the flow, pressure,
temperature and product property variance. The conditions
are transferred for assimilation into the optimisation routines.
The optimiser returns the ideal pump and heater
combination for minimal energy usage and presents its
information graphically to the operator through dedicated
application screens. An offline transient simulator then
extracts the current conditions from the real time system so
that simulations can be performed for transitioning to the new
operating configuration and for assessing the risk to the future
pipeline operation.
Actual savings are dependent on the cost of the electricity
and the heater fuel but if it was possible to exchange one
large pump for one small pump in one of the pump stations
for a six hour period, 2% of the days pumping costs could be
saved.

Multi product optimisation
The multi product pipeline has quite different optimisation
requirements. The pipeline is several hundred kilometres in
length with four intermediate pump stations, each with up
to three fixed speed pumps of variable capability.
There are five delivery locations each with tanks that store
different product types. Different batches of product need to
be transferred sequentially from a single source location along
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the pipeline so that they arrive at each of the destinations at
the specified time and with minimal product wastage.
The current product positions are transferred from a real
time simulator for assimilation into the optimisation routines.
The optimiser requirement is to transfer a pre-defined
sequence of different products of variable volume (gasoline
and diesel of varying grade) to specified locations, with the
objective being to ensure that all products arrive at their
destinations within a given timeframe using minimal energy
and wastage volume. The output is an optimised order for
the products at the supply location and an optimised set of
variable flowrates that each of the demand locations should
operate. The offline transient simulator not only acts as the
engineering simulator for assessing the optimiser output, it
is also used as a training simulator for training operators to
operate their pipeline.

Conclusion
In summary, software-based optimisers are being employed
worldwide for a range of different objectives. Where fuel
savings are the prime objective, cost savings of up to 5%
can frequently be expected. The cost of implementing a
well configured and tuned optimiser can be significantly
exceeded by the savings to the operation, which makes the
implementation of the software-based optimiser a very
attractive proposition.

